The present paper is part of a thesis discussing the influence the French language exerted on English in the medieval period. It examines areas where French linguistic influence may be supposed. It covers the study of French influence both on the general vocabulary and the learned vocabulary. These areas can be examined fairly well with the help of English historical dictionaries. Unfortunately, etymological dictionaries only rarely discuss the origin of phrases. Neither do the OED and the MED, which confine themselves to documenting them. A thorough analysis of the question was undertaken in a book by A. A. Prins, entitled French influence in English phrasing (Leiden, 1952) .
Prins lists, illustrates and comments 600 examples, many of which contain a word or words which -to use John Orr's words -"betray at a glance their foreign provenance". Prins's work was soon followed by that of John Orr: Old French and Modern English Idiom. Orr (1962 : v) concentrates "particularly on real calques, i.e. words and phrases of genuine Anglo-Saxon components, but foreign in usage and construction; for it is these that show [. . .] how much of the most apparently homespun in the fabric of our language is in reality of French texture".
The second volume of The Cambridge history of the English language, which covers the Middle English period, devotes only twenty-four lines to the issue (1992 : 449f ): "Foreign sources which were of great importance to word formation in Middle English played equally as important a role in phrase creation. French in particular contributed to a large number of phrasal idioms (Prins 1952) , of which verbal phrases especially have proved productive". The CHEL refers to the findings of one single author: Prins.
Prins himself "recalls the work that has been undertaken in this field before the present work was undertaken" (Prins 1952 : 3) . He mentions Sykes, Einenkel and Price. Mustanoja (1960 : 349) warns that some of the conclusions made by these scholars including Prins "seem to suffer from a certain amount of superficiality".
The study of the phraseological influence in Mandeville's Travels leans heavily on Prins's work in so far as his book is still an invaluable source of reference. Prins collected his material from dictionaries and text editions. His material was often checked and completed from sources that became available since then. The electronic edition of the OED proved to be a powerful tool to allow us to arrive at valid conclusions. The various types of searches from the complete dictionary corpus yield results that complete traditional searches. Corpus-based searches seem to be particularly useful in testing earliest attestations and collocations. By offering free temporary on-line access to the now complete Middle English Dictionary, the University of Michigan Press greatly facilitated research in the field of the Middle English language.
Mandeville's Travels was one of the most popular books in the Middle Ages. It has come down to us in 300 manuscripts. The first part is a pilgrim's guide to the Holy Land, the second is a description of the East. It was written in French in around 1356 and translated into English and eight other languages soon afterwards. We have translations in Latin, German, Spanish, Italian, Danish, Dutch, Irish and Czech. In the present study we compare printed versions of two Middle English and two early Middle French manuscripts.
Manuscripts
1. The Cotton Version (London, British Library MS. Cotton Titus C. xvi) is a conflation in English based on an English translation of the Insular Version -the Defective Version -made from a lost manuscript which lacked its second quire. This defective text was expanded by reference to the Insular Version between 1400 and 1425. The Cotton Version is quoted from Seymour's edition (1967) . In the quoted examples "C" stands for the Cotton Manuscript.
2. The Insular Version is a French recension, made in England before 1375, of the original French text. The Insular Version is quoted from Warner's bilingual edition of 1889. The Insular Version is abbreviated to "W" after its editor.
3. The Continental (or Paris) Version, dated 1371, is the oldest French Version and nearest, within present knowledge, to the authors holograph. It is quoted from Letts's edition (1953) and is abbreviated to "P" in the examples quoted.
4. The Egerton Version, made in the first quarter of the 15th century, is a conflation in English based on the Defective Version and a lost English manuscript of a Latin translation belonging to the insular tradition. The Egerton Version was also printed by Warner (1889) and is abbreviated to "Eg" in the quotes.
For our purposes the Cotton Version was collated with Warner's edition of the Anglo-French insular text since these two manuscript show close agreement. The other two manuscripts are only referred to when it seems appropriate.
The possibility of French influence arises in the case of about eighty phrases. The mere fact that they are discussed here does not automatically mean that they are actually of French origin. This will be stated at the end of the study of each single item. Phrases of French origin can be grouped into the following categories on the basis of their grammatical function. To render a phrase of French or Latin origin, the following possibilities present themselves:
1. All the components of a foreign phrase can be taken over unaltered apart from changes in spelling: this is only rarely met with as the function words in English are of native origin, and if we exclude verbal operators and prepositions, only nominal constructions remain, such as compound nouns like PDE clove-gillyflower and collocations of nouns and adjectives like PDE mortal enemy, safe-conduct, ME generelle passage, ME cousin german. However, we find †cry merci, †claim quit etc.
2. The most common procedure of nativization seems to be the use a native verbal operator or preposition with a noun of foreign origin with betrays (sometimes deceptively) at first glance the foreign origin of the whole phrase. Formal and semantic similarity may help to establish a link between native and foreign prepositions. (in common -en commun -L in communi; in detail -en détail; †at one voice (later with one voice -a une voix).
3. In calques foreign concepts are rendered by native elements. PDE it goes without saying was calqued on PDF cela va sans dire. ME withouten ony strok may have been calqued on OF sans cop ferir.
Note that foreign phrases may refer to concepts denoted earlier by native expressions. It is doubtful whether make peace translates faire paix or developed from OE frið niman or sibbe niman wið 'to make terms with'.
VERBAL PHRASES
In the very short discussion of French phraseological influence, the CHEL (1992 : 449f ) refers to only one of the above categories:
The structure of such phrases usually consisted of a verbal operator followed by an abstract noun or adverbial phrase; thus: do homage, do mischief, [. . .] take keep, hold dear, hold in despite. Because some phrases can be paralleled in Old English, it is not always certain that they are formations on French phrases with faire, avoir, prendre and tenir. Nevertheless, because the pattern of the phrases corresponds closely to the French, and many are apparently adoptions with partial substitution of native morphs, it is safe to assume that French influence played a major role in this important addition to English modes of expression. Prins, in his study of such phrases (1952), lists within Middle English more than fifty formations which have equivalents in, and are likely to be modelled on, French phrases with faire, fifteen with avoir, twenty-nine with prendre and eight with tenir. They are especially common from the second half of the fourteenth century. A parallel tendency exists in verbal phrases based upon the Scandinavian-derived verbal operator get. Mustanoja (1960 : 271f ) touches upon verbal phrases in Middle English when he briefly refers to "verb and object phrases" in his chapter devoted to articles, within that to the "non-expression of the article":
There are numerous phrases consisting of a transitive word and its object where the noun takes no article. Many of these may be native in origin, but many are direct or indirect loans from French. [. . .] In many of these instances the absence of the article agrees with the French original. In a number of cases the articleless use goes back to Old English (e.g. bear witness). A factor which must have greatly contributed to the preservation of the articleless form is the highly stereotyped character of these phrases.
A large number of these phrases are current in Present-Day English, e.g., to change colour, have reason. In the Travels we come across twenty-nine verbal phrases of possible French origin.
DO and MAKE
In French verbal phrases by far the most common verbal operator is faire from L facere. To French verbal phrases containing faire correspond two verbal operators in English: do and make. Do is a common West Germanic verb (wanting in Gothic and Norse). It is found in Old English about 725 in Beowulf. Prins (1952 : 46) writes: "Though don had a wide range of meaning and application in Old English, we witness an enormous extension in Middle English under the influence of OF faire and partly L facere. The verb did not exist in Old Norse."
Make is also a West Germanic word. In the earliest stages of the West Germanic tongues, the verb corresponded generally to the L facere in such of its senses that were not expressed by do. The corresponding forms in the Scandinavian languages appear to have been adopted from Low German. OE macian is not very frequent until the end of that period, and is used mainly in factitive and causative meanings, but tends to correspond to L facere in use. L facere was usually rendered by gewyrcan in Old English. In Middle English both do and make are common (and often interchangeable) verbal operators and there does not seem to be a clear-cut semantic difference between them as in Present-Day English.
The extension of the use of make is explained and lavishly illustrated in the OED under MAKE def. 57 and especially def. 59. b.:
With nouns expressing the action of verbs (whether etymologically cognate or not), make forms innumerable phrases approximately equivalent in sense to those verbs. In some of these phrases the object-noun appears always without qualifying word; in others it may be preceded by the indefinite article, or a possessive adjective relating to the subject of the sentence. When standing alone, the combination of make with its object is equivalent to a verb used intransitively or absolutively; but in many instances the object-noun admits or requires construction with of, and this addition converts the phrase into the equivalent of a transitive verb. [. . .] Under HOMAGE n., the MED lists thirteen examples with the verbal operator do, and five with make. Yelden 'yield', yeven 'give' and beren 'bear' are also attested as verbal operators. Proximity searches in electronic corpora show that the use of do prevailed in the 14th century, especially in the first half, and has remained the prevailing one down to the present day. Make tends to be used frequently from the second half of the 14th century. The only occurrence in the Cotton Version also has make. The use of make as a verbal operator in this phrase has become archaic. The last examples in the OED corpus date from the very beginning of the seventeenth century.
Prins considers this phrase as of genuine French origin. According to his argument, "there was no such phrase in Old English (cf. hyldo, aest, gieldan) and since it expresses a purely feudal relation, it is certainly due to French influence."
Prins also mentions the archaic phrase to do/make manred. OE manraed 'homage', composed of mannr〈aeacu〉den, from mann 'man' + r〈aeacuden〉 -red 'condition', is first attested in 1000, and the phrase do manred appears in 1122, relatively shortly after the Conquest. The expression do manred survived into the 17th century.
Cotton and the French versions closely correspond to each other here, the phrase is missing in Egerton. Its French origin seems highly probable.
Summary
As the semantic content of the phrase already existed in late Old English, French influence seems to be responsible for the lexical replacement of the original phrase and not for its conceiving.
to do justice -faire justice 1 occurrence (to do right -faire droit) 
Roland 3898 Deus facet hoi entre nus le dreit!
The two English translations differ here by rendering MF faire justice differently. The Cotton Version closely follows the Insular French text. The Egerton Version has the native expression here.
Summary
Prins considers to do justice as a doubtful borrowing. However, the fact that both French phrases are attested earlier than the corresponding English ones points to the French origin of these phrases.
( †) to cry mercy -crier merci 'to beg for pardon or forgiveness' 2 occurrences 
Fr. text: 31. li criez merci (in Prins)
Mercy n. first occurs in English probably before 1200 as mearci, in Ancrene Riwle, later, merci (probably about 1200). It was borrowed from OF merci 'reward, gift, kindness, mercy'; earlier mercit, from L mercedem 'reward, wages', from merx (genitive mercis) 'wares, merchandise'. OF merci is first attested in the Cantilène de sainte Eulalie (880) as mercit already as part of the phrase avoir merci. The Chanson de Roland contains fourteen occurrences of mercit, six of which in the phrase avoir merci. All these examples including "Amis Rollant, de tei ait Deus mercit! " (l. 2887) as well as the one cited above appear in parts of the text reproducing the current speech of the age. Avoir merci seems to be a set phrase in Old French, although dictionaries do not supply it as such. In English dictionaries, however, the corresponding form to have mercy is considered as a phrase. Avoir merci and crier merci are well documented in Old French. Both these phrases have found their way into Middle English and are well documented in that language as well. OF crier mercy first appears in that language in the 12th century and means 'demander grâce' according to the DHLF. The OED says that "the English uses [. . .] represent Old French senses that for the most part have not survived in French, where the word has in great part been superseded by miséricorde. The chief uses for merci in Modern French are in the sense 'thanks'."
In the phrase cry mercy quoted from the English text of the Ancrene Riwle we can witness the effort often made by Middle English authors to explain foreign lexical items by adding native synonyms where the original French text only had the plain phrase. Further Middle English examples abound. The corpus of the OED contains about one hundred examples of ME merci. On the basis of these examples it is obvious that merci first appears in verbal phrases with the operators have, cry and do and not as an independent noun. Strangely, do mercy does not seem to have a corresponding phrase in Old French and appears to be an English formation. At the beginning of the 14th century other verbal operators co-occur with mercy and become fairly frequent : ask, bid, beseech, grant, pray, show, take, etc. In the Cotton text mercy occurs eight times. Three of these occurrences translate MF misericorde. Three further Middle English instances do not have corresponding words in the French original. The two remaining occurrences in the Cotton Version (cited above) are the ones which correspond closely to the French original.
Attention must be drawn here to two instances of lexical disagreement. In two expressions 2 ME mercy stands for MF misericorde, although misericorde word was in use in English earlier but the Englisher chose another word of French origin, the more generally used mercy. ME misericorde 'compassion, pity, mercy' from OF misericorde, from L misericordia is first recorded in Ancrene Riwle written probably before 1200. The quote above from the MED is interesting for several reasons. Firstly, it is a recorded occurrence of the phrase cry mercy in Middle English. Secondly, bid mercy -a synonymous phrase with a native verbal operator -also occurs in the same quote. Thirdly, ME mercy -the borrowing of an Old French mot populaire and ME misericorde -a learned word borrowed through Old French co-occur, probably for the sake of amplification.
Summary
This phrase is probably of French origin. The Cotton Version corresponds closely to the French versions by using the same phrase. The Egerton Version replaces the foreign phrase by a native formula. to take a voyage -emprendre un viage 1 occurrence to make a voyage -faire un voyage 1 occurrence French fait developed from L factum in the same way as deed in English. According to the DHLF, "son premier sense est 'action humaine', et notamment 'action remarquable'". Greimas (1968 : 277 ) and Godefroy's Lexique. . . (1978 : 223) Deed of arms occurs twice in the Cotton Version. None of the other texts shows close correspondence. In the Insular Version only one of the examples has the full phrase in French. The Paris text contains only one example and even that is only the head of the full phrase. The Egerton text either uses the native synonyms worthiness and doughtyness or supplies the very phrase dedez of armez. It is mainly on the basis of linguistic evidence outside the Mandeville texts that we can include this phrase among the genuine borrowings.
The Old French phrase fait d'armes was partially calqued as deed of arms. Later the foreign form was restored to feat of arms and both remained in use. When a verb is borrowed from a donor language, it may borrow the argument structure of the verb in the original language. Let us examine this possibility through the example of a verb and its argument. The phrase occurs only once in the Travels. Prins listed it as a genuine borrowing from French so our job promises to be an easy one. PDE delight, from ME deliten first occurred probably before 1200 in Ancrene Riwle, borrowed from OF delitier 'please greatly, charm', from L delectare 'allure, charm, entice', frequentative of delicere 'entice, allure' (de 'away' + lacere 'entice'). The OED writes that "the current erroneous spelling delight after light, etc. arose in the 16th century and prevailed about 1575".
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
OF delitier is attested about 1120 in the Psautier d'Oxford. From the 12th century onwards, we have a number of recorded forms with delitier followed by en. This preposition appears to be the usual argument. The earliest quote supplied by Godefroy from the Roman de Rou dates from about 1169:
Rou 3 e p., 10551 Ses chiens aveit, en bois alout / E en chacier se delietout. Deliten in (non-reflexive) appears to be by far the more common form. Prins is probably right in considering the phrase to delight in as a genuine borrowing from French. The interesting point is that ME deliten takes what seems to be the most frequent argument of that verb while the argument of MF deliter and its doublet delecter does not represent the most current argument of the verb in Middle French. The single attestation in the Cotton Version does not correspond to the form of the phrase in the French manuscripts. The French attestations themselves differ. They illustrate the tendency to replace "popular" words by learned ones throughout the Middle French period.
Summary
The French origin of the phrase is probable on grounds of available evidence although the collation of the English and French texts does not support this supposition. Prins treats the phrases contrary to and the today archaic contrarious to as genuine borrowings from French. The immediate origin of these phrases does not seem to be perfectly obvious. Obvious is the fact that these phrases represent doublets both in English and in French. CL contrarius 'opposite, hostile' led to early OF contrarie retained in Anglo-French contrarie, later OF contraire and corresponding forms in the Romance languages. According to this, ME contrary in the Cotton Version corresponds to the Anglo-French form. The MED has separate entries for CONTRARIE n. and CONTRARIE adj. According to the information on their etymology, both these entries come from L contrarius. The Cotton text also includes two occurrences of ME contrarious. In French, Medieval Latin gave OF contrarios which did not survive into Modern French.
ADJECTIVES (NOUNS) WITH THEIR ARGUMENTS
The OED gives the "standard" "linear" etymology for CONTRARIOUS: "adoption of OF contrarios, adaptation of ML contrariosus". The MED supplies here, as it frequently does, a "simultaneous" etymology, which supposes that Old French and Medieval Latin may have acted simultaneously: "ML contrariosus & OF contrarios".
Godefroy has entries both for contrarios and for contraires. This dictionary supplies twenty-two examples under the entry CONTRARIOS. The Dictionnaire de l'ancien français (Greimas 1968) includes CONTRAIRE only as a noun which first appears in the Chanson de Roland and derives from L contrarium. The Dictionnaire du moyen-fançais (Greimas & Keane 1992) gives CONTRAIRE both as a noun and as an adjective, and derives it from L contrarius as most dictionaries do. Sense 2 for CONTRAIRE n. m. is 'ennemi, adversaire'. Armee contraire: 'armée ennemie'. Within the same entry, the use as an adjective appears only in sense 9 as 'opposé, hostile'. Parti contraire: 'parti opposé'. There seems to be little semantic difference between the nominal and adjectival uses.
The The modern meaning first appears in Chrétien de Troyes (c1175). Contrarios was last used in the 15th century. Writers of the Middle English period must have felt these loans from French very similar. Chaucer uses contraire, contrarious and the noun contrarie as well. In addition to the adjectives mentioned so far, there was a variant form -ME contraire -taken over directly from OF contraire. In the MED, contrarie is derived from L contrarius. As a noun, it is first attested in 1275, as an adjective in 1340. Contrarios does not appear in either of the French printed versions, which decreases the possibility of its direct French origin.
In Cotton we find three examples of contrary. Only the example in (C133/ 22) has an argument: to. In the insular text in French, contrarie occurs in the prepositional phrase al contrarie de. The same phrase in the Paris manuscript is au contraire de. According to the DHLF, the first attestation of the phrase au contraire de dates from as late as about 1450(!). ME contrarious occurs four times in the Cotton Version. Two of the examples have arguments but there is no direct correspondence between the English and the French texts concerning the argument structure. ME contrarie is used as a noun in all the three examples in the Cotton text. This absolutive use of the noun (attested in 1290) predates the first occurrence of the word as an adjective (1340). The example in (C133/22) is quoted in the OED under CONTRARY a., n., adj. (prep.) def. 2.b.: 'That which is in opposite position. Obs.' To this occurrence correspond forms in the French versions that appear to be phrases, while Egerton uses no related phrase here. The examples from the other versions corresponding to the one in (C101/2) all differ completely (a reuers, autres and all oþerwise) which seems to deny the immediate relation of these phrases. Three of the four occurrences of contrarious in the Cotton text (including the examples cited above) and in (C122/15) translate French contraire. Chose contraire and contrarious thinges seem to be collocations in their respective languages. The corpus of the OED supplies sixteen occurrences in which thing and contrary go together in the Middle English period and three examples where thing and contrarious collocate. The origin of the phrase is given by Lecoy (1975 : III/216 ): "Les choses contreres -terme de logique, choses opposéesà l'extrême dans un genre et qui font apparaître le mieux leurs différences spé-cifiques."
Summary
As contrarious to only occurs in Cotton and the corresponding French word does not appear in the French texts, direct French influence can be excluded in the case of that phrase. The small number of occurrences of forms with arguments of ME contrarie do not point to the direct influence of the French texts. The etymology of the Middle English "triplets" can be illustrated in the following table: c1300 ME contrarious < 1080 OF contrarios < ML contrariosus < L contrarius c1275 ME contrarie < Anglo-Fr contrarie < -< Lcontrarius < early OF *contrarie c1325 ME contra(i)re < 1080 OF contraire < -< Lcontrarius 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

P 374 Il gisent hors aus champs par dedenz tentes, et ardent fiens de bestes sec.
ME defaute appears altogether eleven times in the Travels. This number includes the attestations as part of the phrase in question. The CDE writes under DEFAULT n.: "1250 defaute 'an offence, crime or sin', in Ancrene Riwle; later 'failure' (about 1280); borrowed from OF defaute, from defaillir (by influence of faute and faillir), and from ML defalta 'a deficiency or failure', possibly a form of *defallere, *defallire 'fail' (L de-, dis-'away' + fallere 'to be wanting')". The Old French word had two forms: the feminine noun defaute (de + faute) 'shortage, loss' first attested about 1112 in the Voyage de saint Brendan and the masculine noun defaut formed from defaute and first attested about 1165. Bloch & Wartburg (1991) remark under the entry FAILLIR: "A défaute on a préféré défaut qui se distinguait mieux de faute." "In English forms without the final 〈-e〉 appear in the 14th century, but those with 〈-e〉 came down as late as the 16th. The spellings defalte and defaulte appear in Anglo-French in the 13th and 14th centuries and in English in the 15th century, the 〈-l 〉 was not generally pronounced until the 17th or 18th century," according to the OED.
The GLLF only contains the phraseà défaut de (18th century) and its older, literary variant au défaut de (1640, in Corneille). In the Dictionnaire de moyen français we find a la deffaulte de 'en l'absence de'. In the Bon Usage (Grevisse 1993 : 1479) we come across a short reference to par défaut de "qui n'est pas figé en locution". It must be mentioned here, however, that Tobler & Lommatzsch list attestations where par défaute de is clearly used as a phrase. The first quotation below is listed under DEFAUT The MED also gives five examples of in defaute of and two examples of thurgh defaute of. These varieties of the phrase first occur at the end of the 14th century:
c1390 Cato(1) (Vrn) 239 þorw defaute of knoweleching þou maiõt i-greued be.
a1393 CA (Frf 3) 6.271 I am the more agast That in defaulte of ladischipe, Per chance in such a drunkeschipe, I mai be ded er I be war.
The Cotton Version contains four occurrences of the phrase for defaute of. They always "translate" MF pur defaute de in the Insular Version and pour defaute de in the Paris text. The Egerton Manuscript has two occurrences of for defaute of, besides by cause of and grete defaute es of. The structure and the meaning of the phrase and even the spelling of defaute are identical in the four manuscripts. The examples in Godefroy also prove that the phrase existed in Old French.
Summary
Genuine borrowing.
The fact that we cannot find examples of the phrase pur defaute de in Tobler & Lommatzsch is intriguing. The question arises if the occasional confusion in the use of par and pour might in some way be responsible for this. Both prepositions could be used in Old French and Middle French "pour introduire des syntagmes marquant la cause" (Marchello-Nizia 1997 : 336, 345 ME failen v. 'cease to exist or function, come to an end, be unsuccessful' is first recorded in Ancrene Riwle (probably before 1200), was borrowed from OF faillir 'be lacking, miss, not succeed', from VL *fallire, corresponding to L fallere 'deceive, be lacking or defective'. The historical and etymological dictionaries do not explain the origin of ME fail n. satisfactorily. The OED derives it from OF faille, n., 'deficiency, failure, fault', from the Old French verb, and adds that the noun is "obsolete, except in the phrase without fail, now only used to strengthen an injunction or promise, formerly also with statements of fact, = unquestionably, certainly." A look at the recorded examples will prove that the whole phrase was taken over as a whole. [. . .] Throughout the history of the French language the phrase sans doute is used in five major senses: (a) 'without fear'; (b) 'certainly, undoubtedly'; (c) (?) 'sans faute'; (d) 'certes, je vous accorde que, admettons que' (first attested c1464 in Commynes); (e) 'probably'. This is the current sense (first attested in 1665 in Racine).
We found recorded evidence for sense (b) (1972 : 1408) , the phrase originated in the 20th century. The quote in C188/30 above translates MF saunz doute of the Paris text. ME drede n. developed from dreden v. (probably before 1200). We quote the etymology of DREAD n. from the CDE:
Probably before 1200 dreden 'fear greatly', in Ancrene Riwle and Layamon's Chronicle of Britain; shortened form of adreden; developed from OE (about 1000) adraedan, a contraction of earlier ondraedan 'counsel or advise against, fear' (900, in a version of Beowulf ); and cognate with OS antdradan and OHG intratan 'fear, dread'. OE ondraedan was misconstrued in late OE as on + *draedan (of unknown origin), but is properly analysed as ond-, and-, cognate with Greek antí 'against' + raedan 'advise, counsel' cognate with OHG ratan 'to advise, counsel', Gothic garedan 'reflect upon'.
There is no mention of the sense 'doubt' in any of the cognate forms supplied in the etymology of ME drede. ME withouten ony drede is listed as a phrase in the MED under DREDE 4b.: "withouten (eni) drede 'without doubt, assuredly, surely'; -often merely emphatic." We quote the two earliest attestations: The first quote is taken from a prayer, while Agenbite of Inwyt was translated from French. These two occurrences consisting of native words are contemporaneous with ME saunt dotaunce and sanz doute, which points to native origin. The occurrences of withouten (ony) drede predate those of withoute doute, which again is in favour of native origin. Other Middle English phrases are also recorded: out of doute, no doute both meaning 'doubtlessly, certainly, surely'. ME withouten (ony) drede only occurs in dialects after the 16th century. Even if arose independently of (Old) French sans doute, it was associated with it. It is the form without doubt -with the lexical word of French origin -that has survived into Present-Day English.
The crucial issue before forming a judgement on the possible French origin of ME withouten doute is to explain the origin of ME withouten (ony) drede. ME drede is a native English word. The appearance of the now obsolete sense supplied in the OED under DREAD n. def. 3 'doubt, risk of the thing proving otherwise' (five examples dating from 1340 to 1556, always in phrases; as a verb, one example c1400) and in the MED under DREDE n. def. 4. a, 4 b. 'doubt, uncertainty' (nineteen examples from 1325 to 1500, always in phrases; as a verb, three examples from c1350 to a1425). In corresponding words in the rest of the Germanic languages this sense is absent. ME drede n. previously only meant 'fear' but adopted the sense 'doubt' from its synonym -ME doute n. 'doubt'. This sense of ME drede is attested chiefly in phrases, in the 14th and 15th centuries. This phrase is not listed by Prins. It may have been partially translated from French. Whenever an English phrase contains the preposition without + a French or Latin word, we must consider the strong possibility that the whole phrase comes from these languages. When discussing prepositional phrases earlier in the present paper, we examined three phrases of the WITHOUT + ROMANCE WORD type. We treat ME withouten ony strok separately as the supposed Old French model contains a non-finite verb. In the case of this expression, the chronology of the attestations fully supports French origin. OF cop, colp (from VL colpus, L colaphus 'thump with the fist', from Gr. kólaphos 'a blow, slap') and OF ferir (from L ferire 'strike, hit') -the two lexical words of the phrase -were first recorded in the 
